SOCIAL REPRESENTATIONS OF LOW-INCOME DIABETIC WOMEN ACCORDING TO THE HEALTH-DISEASE PROCESS
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The purpose of this article is to identify the social representations of low-income diabetic women according to the health-disease process. This is a descriptive, exploratory study. Eight participants, all of them patients at a basic health unit in Ribeirão Preto, were interviewed in 2003. The data were organized according to thematic content analysis and analyzed according to theory of social representations. Diabetes is related to negative feelings, such as shock, anger and sadness; the diet plan is linked to the loss of pleasure, and also to health risks. The diabetic women showed an ambivalent relation to medication, perceived it as both tiring and as a resource that promotes well-being and improvements in quality of life. The negative representation of health services seems to interfere with the behavior of adherence to pharmacological treatment. Understanding the representations of women with diabetes contributes to integral healthcare for diabetic patients.
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INTRODUCTION

Diabetes mellitus is a chronic disease, and one of the priorities in worldwide public healthcare. Patients affected by diabetes demand education for self-care and continuous supervision for long periods of time. As such, it is important to highlight the need of follow-up, support and continuous care by a multi-professional healthcare team, as two large studies showed in the 1990s(1-2).

Particularly based on these two studies, the importance of multi-professional healthcare work for diabetes patient education was acknowledged. Also, countless educational programs have been developed in Brazil as well as abroad(3-4).

However, for a program to be effective, healthcare professionals’ and patients’ concepts about the health-disease process need to be taken into account, along with other factors. Health-disease conceptions have characteristics that vary according to the socio-cultural context(5), i.e. the way in which the subjects interpret health is part of a series of conceptions, values and experiences shared by people participating in the same culture.

Diabetes patients’ illness experience partially depends on what is understood as health and, as such, the meanings of health-disease are not always the same for professionals and diabetic users of healthcare services. Patients with diabetes have representations and popular healthcare practices which they exchange quite often in daily experiences. It is also common for healthcare teams to ignore these kinds of popular knowledge that are commonly circulated, considering technical-scientific knowledge as the only valid and correct knowledge(6).

Professionals and diabetic users are sometimes incapable of “speaking the same language”, and popular knowledge and representations may end up being disregarded(7). The biomedical knowledge area usually rejects the experience and know-how of people going through a disease and, as such, science is often considered as the only valid and correct knowledge(8). The legitimacy of biomedical knowledge as the only valid knowledge implies disregarding any other knowledge types, frequently shared by women with diabetes. Therefore, recovering this female knowledge is a task imposed on anyone interested in the forgotten voices from our collective memory.

Since the representations of lower-income masses on the health-disease process are usually different from the conceptions that the professionals have, it is fundamental to understand them to assure more effective interventions(9). The literature available in this area is still incipient, which justifies new studies dedicated to understanding the process of social construction of these representations in people with diabetes. Therefore, the purpose of the present study is to identify the social representations of diabetic women from lower-income populations, in relation to the health-disease process.

THEORETICAL REFERENCE

The theory of social representations elaborated by Moscovich(6) was chosen as the theoretical reference framework. This theory proposes the valuation of lay knowledge and everyday knowledge, along with their processes of production – those that develop within the collective context – and appropriation – those that happen within each individual’s experience through an operation named anchoring, which allows the scientific knowledge to be assimilated by popular knowledge.

The study of social representations is associated to understanding the body, health and diseases as a matrix of meanings. The appropriation of this theory in health studies is relevant because it incorporates the psychosocial aspects associated to diseases. This may promote reflections about the treatment modes and strategies professionals use most often in the context of the new healthcare paradigm, which highlights the need for care while considering the subject’s integrality.

This theory is found to be at the border between the psychological and the social, seeking to catch the psychological and social dimension of the phenomena. This makes it particularly valuable in the healthcare area, especially when a position that values knowledge originating in common sense and the perspective of healthcare service users are adopted.

THE METHODOLOGICAL ROUTE

It is a descriptive, exploratory study, with a qualitative research focus, performed in January/2003 at a Basic Healthcare Unit (BHU) in the North of
Ribeirão Preto-SP, Brazil. This Unit is situated in a low-income neighborhood, and its service area covers several peripheral neighborhoods of the city.

First, medical records of people diagnosed with diabetes who were registered at the BHU were collected. The records of male users were disregarded. Participants were selected at random from records of patients who fit the following inclusion criteria: type-2 diabetic women who had been diagnosed at least 12 months before, users of one of the public healthcare services in the Ribeirão Preto network, capable of communication and dialogue, and who agreed to participate in the study.

Each of the selected subjects was contacted through a phone call or letter, explaining the purposes of the research and scheduling convenient dates and times for their presence at the BHU. After signing the Term of Consent, the interviews were started in rooms with adequate conditions of privacy. The criterion of data saturation(10) was used to determine the number of participants, resulting in eight interviews. The interviews were recorded in audio and each took about 60 minutes. The data from each interview were subsequently transcribed, integrally and literally, making up the corpus of the study. The empirical data were organized according to the Thematic Content Analysis technique(10). The statements were sorted for data analysis after the literal transcription of the tapes and exhaustive readings of the empirical material. Then, parts of the material were selected, seeking the relevant ideas that constitute the units of meaning. The researchers coded and sorted these units in the following themes: diabetes: shock, anger and sadness; diet plan: loss of pleasure and damage to health; medication: taking medication is tiring; health-disease process: being healthy means being able to work. Fictitious names were used to ensure the anonymity of the participants. The project was approved by the Review Board of the Hospital das Clínicas at Ribeirão Preto Medical School on April 15, 2002 (process #2689/2002).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results and discussion will be presented in two separate parts. The characterization of the subjects is present in the first (table #1) and the themes identified during content analysis of the interviews in the second.

Table #1 – Socio-demographic characterization, time since diabetes diagnosis and type of treatment used for diabetes control. Ribeirão Preto, SP, 2003

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characterization</th>
<th>Maria</th>
<th>Joana</th>
<th>Nair</th>
<th>Laura</th>
<th>Ana</th>
<th>Lucia</th>
<th>Vera</th>
<th>Claudia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marital status</td>
<td>Divorced</td>
<td>Widowed</td>
<td>Widowed</td>
<td>Married</td>
<td>Widowed</td>
<td>Married</td>
<td>Widowed</td>
<td>Widowed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>4th grade</td>
<td>1st grade</td>
<td>4th grade</td>
<td>2nd grade</td>
<td>2nd grade</td>
<td>2nd grade</td>
<td>3rd grade</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occupation</td>
<td>Housewife</td>
<td>Housewife</td>
<td>Retired</td>
<td>Housewife</td>
<td>Housewife</td>
<td>Retired</td>
<td>Housewife</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time since diabetes diagnosis (years)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monthly family income (reais)*</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>340</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>640</td>
<td>580</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes medication</td>
<td>Oral use</td>
<td>Insulin + Oral use</td>
<td>Oral use</td>
<td>Insulin + Oral use</td>
<td>Insulin</td>
<td>Insulin</td>
<td>Oral use</td>
<td>Insulin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amount of other medications being used</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Minimum wage at the time of study: R$ 200 per month

The women had a maximum of four years of formal education and a maximum monthly income of nearly three times the minimum wage. As for their occupation, five were housewives, two were retired and only one was regularly employed. As such, they are characterized as belonging to a low-income socioeconomic level. Literature shows that insufficient education and lower income are associated to poor access to information and technology for diabetes control, besides restricting the patients’ perception about their own condition(11). Diabetes: shock, anger, sadness

Being affected by a chronic disease involves several changes in habits and in everyday life, which might be extremely painful and difficult to accept. Receiving the diagnosis of a chronic disease like diabetes arouses several feelings, emotional reactions and fantasies, which healthcare professionals need to address and understand.

These behaviors are related to a series of feelings which the whole team needs to understand. Therefore, information about the emotions triggered...
by diabetes is fundamental for the disease to be followed with proper treatment\(^{(12)}\). In the women under study, the diabetes diagnosis was accompanied by feelings of sadness, anger, rage and shock. Ah, I was very upset (Maria). I was really shocked, really sad (Vera).

Several years after being diagnosed, distancing (being unconcerned about the disease) showed up frequently in the interviews. It’s normal for me now, for me it’s just like someone who doesn’t have diabetes (Ana). I pretend I don’t have anything (...) I live my life as if I didn’t (Lucia).

The subjects experienced negative effects in view of the restrictions, limitations and possible complications posed by diabetes. Since they are not able to cope with so many restrictions carried with negative feelings all the time, they made use of the psychic mechanism of denial as an escape valve, seeking to relieve their anxiety.

In the capitalist society, people who get ill cannot stay ill for long, which means that illness is a state that can only be socially tolerated for a short period of time. Therefore, the patients may deny their disease, and since diabetes is a disease without symptoms or pain, this may favor such a reaction\(^{(13)}\).

The interviews revealed the influence of emotions the women experienced in treatment and disease control. The decisions regarding treatment of such a condition affect and are affected by feelings, thoughts, values and other psychosocial aspects associated to the disease. Now, if you’re gonna get upset (...) that thing of being upset, then, sometimes you don’t take the medication as you should, don’t follow the diet correctly (Laura). When you’re nervous, you open the fridge all the time (...) you eat more when you’re anxious (Maria).

The statements also exposed a relation between the behavior of not adhering to the treatment and giving up on life. My brother is 80 years old, but he goes for walks. You know, he wants to live. Now me, I don’t want to live anymore, he does (...). He says he doesn’t drink anything with sugar in it, he doesn’t drink sodas, doesn’t eat cake (...). When he told me, I was eating all that stuff (Claudia).

From the testimonies, the desire to live and stay keep healthy can be inferred in cases of established diseases. Desire and commitment to life are important elements to treat diseases\(^{(14)}\). Diabetes influences all dimensions of patients’ day-to-day, from the most trivial routines to the desire to keep on living and preserving their quality of life.

Since diabetes is a disease without cure, it needs commitment to drug therapy, diet and physical activity, and requires people to be able to cope with it for the rest of their lives. Commitment to follow or the desire to interrupt treatment, even for a short period of time, is always present in patients’ daily reality.

Diet Plan: loss of pleasure and damage to health

A complex system of values, symbols and meanings is associated to the alimentary dimension. Eating goes much beyond the ingestion of nutrients and should be considered away from the biological perspective\(^{(15)}\). For the women in this study, following the recommended diet plan seems to have several meanings, such as the loss of the pleasures of eating and drinking, loss of autonomy and the freedom to choose the food they desire, as well as several other restrictions, as observed in the statements: I’m not the way I was anymore, without this stupid diabetes. (...) everything we eat, we think, I’m not eating this because it’ll be bad for me. (...) It doesn’t seem like it, but everything changes (Laura). If you’re struck by this disease, the pleasure of eating and drinking is over. (...) It really messes up our lives. (...) There’s no freedom anymore (Ana).

Therefore, it can be seen that, for the low-income women in this study, diabetes imposes a series of rigid rules and regulations. It is a capricious disease, which prescribes what and how to eat, making it difficult to exert control over their own lives. Considering the extremely limited conditions they live in, in terms of resources and purchasing power, conceiving a diet plan as a requirement that produces several restrictions diminishes opportunities for pleasure and leisure even more, which are already reduced by their own social condition\(^{(16)}\).

The recommended diet plan seems to be related to damages to health in the interview below. The man doesn’t eat anything, he’s worse, he looks as yellow as that wall over there. We can’t take it, we can’t even stand up if we follow the diet (Ana).

In low-income classes, eating is related to work capacity; therefore, it is believed that the body needs to ingest large amounts of food to maintain an adequate work performance\(^{(17)}\). Lower intakes of food relates to feeling weak, feeble and sick. Physical feelings are experienced more or less intensely according to the social class people belong to. Low-income classes tend to associate feelings of “being satisfied” to a fat-rich, high-calorie meal. Low-income women tend to use bacon and pork lard in their
cooking more often than women in high-income classes(7). The expressions “You look so fat”, “strong”, are frequently used to refer to a person that looks healthy.

Besides, representations of obesity are experienced in different ways within the several social classes. Whatever women from a low-income social class define as a desirable weight is considered overweight according to scientific criteria and to high-income social classes(16). In low-income social classes, a skinny person is perceived as sickly and unfit for work. As such, there is a popular expression “an empty sack will not stand up on its own”, very widespread in Brazil.

Transgression and the desire to eat were present in the following excerpts: I eat sweets every day (...) When I can’t find something sweet to eat, I’ll eat sugar (Maria). The eyes see it, the mouth wants it (Joana).

The absence of symptoms and financial aspects in purchasing food are aspects that make it difficult to follow the diet plan, as observed: I can eat anything, I don’t feel anything (...) diabetes goes up, we don’t get to know about it (...) so it means that it stays the same. (...) That’s when I feel, well, there’s no problem (Joana). For us, with a financial situation that doesn’t help things, it’s hard to do the diet (Maria).

The results of the study showed that the cultural issues, knowledge, representations of the disease and values strongly influence diet behavior. The financial situation should also be considered, but it does not seem to be a determining factor for difficulties in following the adequate diet patterns prescribed for diabetes control. The patients may have scarce financial resources and still be able to select food that contributes to the improvement of their metabolic control. As such, it is evident that the diet behavior is complex and needs to be understood through interdisciplinary knowledge, comprehending its biological, social, cultural, environmental, psychological and economic aspects, especially regarding people without easy access to information, such as the low-income women in this study.

Medication: taking medicine is tiring

The person may become tired of living as a chronic patient, a situation that is confirmed and emphasized by the use of medication. According to the excerpts below, taking oral medication may cause discomfort, since it reminds the patients that they are diabetic. The negative feelings triggered may lead them to stop, forget or avoid the drug treatment. Today I’m not taking it, I’m tired of this medicine (Nair). I knew I had to take it, but I didn’t because I felt sick of it (Claudia). I didn’t take it everyday, I’d forget it (Ana). Damn this medicine that’s worth nothing (...) Too much of a pain in the neck, taking it (Maria).

Data showed greater difficulties to accept insulin use, which seems to be associated to dysphoric feelings. On the other hand, insulin was considered effective, with quick effects and important to avoid the complications of diabetes. I didn’t want to accept it at all, but there was no way (Ana). I got sick of getting injections (...) Sometimes you feel sick and sometimes you forget it. (...) I spent two or three days there without insulin, I hadn’t taken it, guess I was careless (Lucia). I was upset, you know, it’s really serious (Claudia). If I hadn’t taken insulin I could have gone blind (Ana).

Diabetes patients’ medication use is an ambiguous symbol, containing ambivalent social representations. If, on the one hand, it constantly reminds patients that they are ill, on the other hand it warrants the continuity of life and the silence of the disease(13).

Adherence to drugs also depends on social representations about the healthcare service – either public or private – where the medication will be acquired. I was taking the white pills I got at the drugstore, and I was taking this one right. Those I got from the health station, those I wouldn’t take them right. (Claudia).

The relationship between patients and healthcare professionals seems to interfere in medication intake, i.e. acceptance and use of medication are linked to faith in the doctor and healthcare services. Trust in the physician contributes to representations related to medication efficiency(15). A widespread distrust in physicians and public healthcare has been noted. As such, the daily non-use of medication available for free may be related to the population mistrusting whatever is public and free.

Health-disease process: Health means being able to work

The statements below show a predominance of health representations intimately associated to work capacity. I think that the person must be healthy, must have the disposition for anything, you know, everything, like, taking care of the house, taking care of everything (Joana). Health is very good, when you’re healthy you’re able to work (...) I have to work, I have to be healthy, right? (Vera).
For low-income population groups, being ill means losing the only resource available for their survival: their own bodies. Health ensures the condition of keeping oneself active and, in turn, allows the satisfaction of some basic needs, such as eating and housing.

Most of the women interviewed performed unpaid activities in their own homes, undergoing an exhaustive, non-stop work routine from Sunday to Sunday. Therefore, one representation the diabetic women share is: “A woman cannot get sick”, since they frequently play the role of family supporters, often being overloaded with household chores focused on the welfare of their family members, and quite often to the detriment of their own well-being(18).

For diabetic women, health means their own work capacity, since this is responsible for the survival of their family members. Work seems to have a vital importance in the context of poverty and deprivation of material comfort. Thus, actions related to healthcare may be performed especially when the disease starts to affect their work capacity. This happens because of the economic need not to interrupt their work activities, and also because of the lower expectations held about healthcare(15). Attention to the body becomes important only when the productive capacity is reduced, which normally is manifested in the form of symptoms, reflecting in losses for the execution of daily tasks(16).

A study performed in Mexico found that the main concern in low-income social classes is to be able to satisfy the most urgent needs, such as having food to eat(19). Therefore, diabetes becomes a secondary issue and a minor problem in the face of other problems present in poverty situations.

For diabetic women, pain is one of the symptoms that entail serious discomfort, because it hampers their productivity. This causes them to associate pain to disease. Diabetes makes you feel no pain, no anxiety, you feel nothing (Nair). Quite often, being ill is associated to a painful process, since pain unsettles individuals’ organic balance. Some people do not consider themselves ill if they do not feel any pain.

Nevertheless, diabetic women mentioned an absence of symptoms when their glycemic levels were high, which makes it difficult to adhere to the established treatment. It was 665, I didn’t feel a thing. I was cooking, doing the laundry, looking after the children, the usual (Ana). Sometimes I don’t pay attention, sometimes I don’t feel anything (Lucia). Daily activities can be performed normally, without noticing that glycemy is high. That means that diabetes is a disease that usually does not hamper the individual’s work capacity(6).

Having diabetes requires more attention and also a closer look at one’s own body. People in low-income social classes give less attention to their own bodies, since they use their bodies intensely at work and do not “have time to listen to themselves”(7). The signs of disease are ignored because it is necessary to believe that everything is working well, since survival depends on being able to work for a living. This process is most commonly brought out by the poor financial conditions low-income people live in, since they depend on their own physical integrity to preserve their position in the capitalist production mode as productive agents who survive by selling their own work capacity(14).

For low-income diabetic women, the condition of being ill is only perceived when there is a bodily manifestation that prevents them from performing their daily tasks. Therefore, for diabetic women, adhering to treatment only happens when there are objective signs. This is extremely serious, because it can compromise several organs in the medium- and long-terms – chronic complications – damaging their quality of life. As such, the painful process and symptoms of diabetic women are linked to a social representation that disease is only manifested through work capacity. Lack of attention to their bodily dimension may be due to the fact that the establishment of a reflective relationship with their own bodies is not compatible with intense physical use(7).

**FINAL CONSIDERATIONS**

The study of the representations of the health-disease process in low-income diabetic women showed that diabetes is related to negative feelings, such as shock, anger and sadness. Paradoxically, the diet plan is shown to be linked to loss of pleasure and damages to health. Similarly, diabetic women showed an ambivalent relation towards medication use, perceived as tiring and, at the same time, as something that promotes well-being and improvements in quality of life. The negative representation of healthcare services seems to interfere in adherence to drug treatment.
The central nucleus of the social representation of health is based on the preservation of work capacity, which is related to survival of individuals and their families in low-income social classes. Therefore, the disease only acquires a representational status for these women when the symptoms interfere in the performance of their activities.
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